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Welcome
Welcome to the April 2021edition of NewWave.
If you have any relevant articles or papers that you would like to be
included in future editions, please email them to
steve.perring@uhd.nhs.uk

Escaping Covid
Hopefully we have all survived the worst of the
Covid crisis of recent months and are thinking of
other issues of interest to us as GI Physiologists.
This edition has a number of articles covering
areas that we may not normally be concerned with
but I hope you will find interesting
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Forthcoming Events 2021
19-21 May 2021

BSG Annual Meeting
Glasgow
cancelled

21-23 May 2021

DDW 21 VirtualTM
https://ddw.org/attendee-planning/ddw-virtual/

05-07 July 2021

The 2nd London Neurogastroenterology Course 2021
https://www.qmul.ac.uk/blizard/about/events/items/the-2nd-london
-neurogastroenterology-course.html

21-23 September 2021

MPEC 2021 Virtual Meeting
Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine
https://www.ipem.ac.uk/ConferencesEvents/MPEC.aspx

03-05 October 2021

UEG Virtual Week 2021
https://ueg.eu/week
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12-15 October 2021

ICS 2021
MCEC Melbourne Australia
https://www.ics.org/2021

3-5 November 2021

The Pelvic Floor Society National Conference
Dundee
https://thepelvicfloorsociety.co.uk/events/29/
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GI Cognition's mobile service enables hospitals across the UK to run upper GI physiology testing by providing the equipment and expertise as needed - and we're looking for GI Physiologists to join our mobile team
part-time.
We're flexible about location, scheduling, and your role in the GI physiology testing process, whether it's
testing only, reporting and analysis only, or both. We'll provide all the training necessary to bring you up to
speed with our testing, reporting and analysis standards, whether you're a fresh graduate or an experienced
physiologist.
If you're interested in joining our team, please visit: https://lnkd.in/dvP5k8P

Electrogastrography (EGG) – Objective evaluation
of the mechanisms of gastro-pyloric dysfunction
Anthony Hobson

Clinical Director, The Functional Gut Clinic, London

Introduction
In order for the stomach to help with digestion and regulate the emptying of ingested contents into
the small bowel for optimal absorption, there are several co-ordinated functions that are required.
These functions rely on complex neural feedback mechanisms, intact muscular function, appropriately functioning inlet and outlet ‘valves’ as well as a gastric pacemaker function. Disruption of
any of these mechanisms can lead to abnormal gastric function resulting in various symptoms such
as epigastric pain, early satiety, nausea and gastro-oesophageal reflux. Whilst the advent of highresolution oesophageal manometry with impedance has given us unique insights into oesophageal
function and how this function relates to underlying symptoms, the same has not been possible
when investigating gastro-pyloric function.
Electrogastrography (EGG) is the measurement of gastric neuromuscular function and in particular
the pacemaker functions of the interstitial cells of Cajal (ICC’s) recorded via surface electrodes
placed on the abdominal wall. Whilst this is not a new technique, it rather fell out of favour at the
turn of the century with just a few centres around the UK still having existing capability. However,
in recent years, new AI software has been used to both interrogate these data in more depth and
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design relatively simple and functionally relevant outputs that can guide diagnosis and more importantly treatment of conditions such as gastroparesis, pyloric outflow obstruction, gastrooesophageal reflux and functional dyspepsia. This article aims to provide a brief overview of this
new approach and explores how it can be deployed within GI Physiology units to improve our diagnostic yields and therapeutic outcomes.

Gastric Myoelectrical Activity, Motility and Gastric Emptying
The control of gastric function is a very complex process controlled and adjusted by the CNS,
parasympathetic nervous system via the Vagus, the sympathetic nervous system (SNS), the enteric nervous system (ENS) and ICC’s.
ICC’s are vital to the efficient functioning of gastric motility and these pacemaker cells will spontaneously depolarize and repolarize and establish the myoelectrical rhythm of the stomach and
other areas of the gastrointestinal tract. The electrical coupling with the circular muscle cells, permits the creation of low amplitude rhythmic circular contractions that occur at the rhythm of the
pacemaker. The human gastric slow wave or pacesetter potential activity that is generated by the
ICC's occurs at a rate of three cycles per minute.
Physiologically, when food enters the stomach at the level of the fundus, there is a receptive relaxation that allows the meal to accumulate prior to feeding the meal into the corpus of the stomach. As food enters into and distends the corpus of the stomach, this causes the electrical wave
front to form around the circumference of the stomach and migrate slowly towards the antrum. As
food enters the antrum, another slow wave originates in the pacemaker region and begins to migrate towards the antrum. The corpus antrum is the main mixing chamber for trituration of ingested food solids, reducing solids to particles between 1-2 mm in size.
In response to the meal, vagal efferent activity and the release of acetylcholine from postganglionic cholinergic neurons in turn elicits stronger circular muscle contraction to continue the trituration process, that ultimately mixes the intraluminal contents. Once proper conditions are
achieved, the antral peristaltic contractions empty 2-4 millilitre aliquots of chyme into the duodenum, while simultaneously pushing insufficiently digested nutrients back into the corpus for continued milling, which controls the rate of gastric emptying.
Finally, and importantly, the pylorus modulates the rate of gastric emptying. Increased pyloric
tone and isolated pyloric pressure waves prevent gastric emptying and promote retention of food
for further milling. Pyloric contractions associated with terminal antral contractions are common
when trituration is occurring. Once the emptying of solids begins, the numbers of isolated pyloric
contraction waves diminish as chyme is available for emptying via the gastric peristaltic waves.
Thus, neuromuscular dysfunction at the level of the pyloric sphincter is associated with gastroparesis and impacts gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD).

EGG Practical Steps
The patient is fasted for at least 6-hours and usually stops prokinetic therapy for at least 3-days
before testing. Usual protocols for patient’s preparation for gastric emptying study should be normally employed unless the clinician would like the study on medication to test efficacy. In order to
pragmatically standardise EGG recordings and to gain maximal interpretable yield, a protocol has
been designed that is easily implemented in the clinic and which reduces intra-subject variability
as much as possible. The first steps are to gently roughen the skin on the abdominal wall in three
positions with the central electrode placed between the xiphisternum and the umbilicus, with the
other two electrodes placed approximately 5-10cm either side of this depending on the individual’s
anatomy and size.
Figure 1 shows a diagram of electrode placement for successful EGG recording. These electrodes
are then attached to an isolated patient interface and the EGG signals are processed and displayed
on a dedicated PC / Laptop, again shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The placement of EGG electrodes and a typical EGG recording system

Shaving of these areas can be required if a subject is too hairy! Once the electrodes are applied,
they need 5-10 minutes to settle and form a low impedance contact with the skin. After this period,
the subject is placed in a semi recumbent position in a quiet room and asked to relax for 10-15
minutes whilst technical checks are made to ensure a noise free signal is being acquired and baseline resting state ICC pacemaker function is assessed. This first period of recording serves as a
control, establishing the normal resting baseline of myoelectrical activity.
The subject is then returned to the upright position and asked to perform a water load test (WLT)
which is a validated test of gastric accommodation and activation. The subject is given room temperature water in measured amounts and asked to drink as much water as they can over a 5-minute
period until they reach a satiety level of around 7/10 on a visual analogue scale. A value of <300ml
indicates poor gastric accommodation, and most subjects tolerate around 800ml comfortably. The
subject is then placed back into a semi recumbent position and EGG activity is then recorded for a
further 30-minutes. This post stimulation period tells you whether the subject has a normal number
of ICC cells or has signs of depleted ICC’s indicative of neuropathy or other dysfunction of the
neuromuscular apparatus. A respiration belt is placed around the subject’s chest during the test so
respiration artefact can be filtered out of the signal recorded.
These EGG data are displayed in two ways, as power spectral graphs showing the peaks of myoelectrical activity at different time points and frequencies during the entire test and, perhaps more
easy to interpret, normative graphs which plot the patients responses onto normal range line-plots
to help determine subsets of myoelectrical response to stimulation.
An example normal trace is displayed in Figure 2. Graph A represent the raw EGG signal during a
typical segment of recording. The prominent variation of EGG signal at 3 cycles per minute (cpm)
is seen. Graph B is the recording of chest movement during the same recording period. Graph C is
the power spectral graph showing the variation of EGG signal at a range of frequency from 015cpm at different stages of the procedure, from the initial rest period in red to the 30 minute recording period after water swallowing in blue. Again the normal variation at 3cpm is dominant,
though lower frequencies become stronger after water ingestion. Section D compares how the
strength of the EGG variation in different frequency bands varies at 4 time periods following water
ingestion (blue lines) compared with the upper and lower normal range of such variation (red
lines), those times being at baseline and 10, 20 and 30 minutes post water ingestion (WLT).
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Figure 2. Raw EGG signal (A), spectrogram (B) and normative graphs of EGG signal strength in different
frequency bands (C).

Examples of EGG Responses
There are three basic subsets based upon the three cycle per minute gastric myoelectrical activity
(GMA) obtained from EGG recordings when comparing with healthy controls:


Normal Study - Normal baseline 3cpm GMA activity and normal response to water load



Hypernormal Study - Normal Baseline 3cpm GMA activity and enhanced response to water
load test – indicative of pyloric outflow obstruction – usually responds to pyloric dilatation,
for example.

In Figure 3 below, Panel A shows normative graphs for the four different frequency bands interro-

Figure 3. Normative graphs and spectrograms for EGG on a patient with pyloric outflow obstruction pre (A
and C) and post (B and D) pyloric dilatation respectively
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gated on the patient’s first visit. In this example it can be seen that at baseline, the normal 3cpm
GMA is within the normal range but after the WLT this activity increases strongly to above the
normal range indicating a hypernormal profile. This can be thought of as akin to a hypercontractile
distal oesophageal contraction which is often observed when a patient has a degree of gastrooesophageal outflow obstruction. This led to the patients having a pyloric dilatation and the study
was repeated within 2-weeks of the procedure. The graphs seen in panel B show that the patients
EGG response to the WLT has now completely resolved as the pyloric outflow obstruction has
been successfully treated. Panels C and D show power spectral graphs of the EGG throughout the
study at baseline (red) and following WLT (blue)


Hyponormal Study - Reduced baseline 3cpm GMA activity and reduced response to water
load – indicative of depletion of ICC’s / neuropathy. This is typical of a diabetic type pattern
which often responds poorly to medical treatment and may require nutritional intervention.

There are two more interesting subsets that are commonly seen:


Functional Dyspeptic profile - Normal baseline 3cpm GMA activity and increased frequency
(tachygastric) response to water load – This profile represents mostly normal but disordered
neural function that is most commonly associated with symptoms such as nausea and early
satiety and can often respond well to prokinetic therapy.



GORD profile – Normal baseline 3cpm GMA activity and reduced response to water load –
indicative of ‘venting’ of gastric contents after the water load test which reduces the stomachs’ ability to empty effectively and which can be often corrected by repairing the hiatal defect and/or reflux.

In Figure 4 below, Panel A shows normative graphs for the four different frequency bands interrogated on the first visit of a patient with GORD. In this example it can be seen that at baseline, the
normal 3cpm GMA is within the normal range but after the WLT this activity decreases. This is
due to the lower oesophageal sphincter yielding at lower pressures than normal allowing reflux and
‘venting’ of intra-gastric pressure. This led to the patient having a STRETTA procedure to improve
LOS function and the study was repeated with a couple of months of the procedure. The graphs
seen in panel B shows that the patients EGG response to the WLT has now completely normalized

Figure 4. Normative graphs and spectrograms for EGG on a patient with GORD pre (A and C) and post (B
and D) STRETTA treatment
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as the LOS has improved its ability to reduce reflux. Panels C and D power spectral graphs of the
EGG throughout the study at baseline (red) and following WLT (blue).
The novelty of this approach to EGG is that it has allowed for relatively straight forward subclassification of patients based on known physiological functions to be realized for the first time using objective data (EGG). This has been followed up by outcome studies which have shown that patients sub-classified in this way respond well to directed therapies and that these therapies can often
normalize function to an extent.
Figure 5 below shows a treatment model based on US outcomes data that shows how EGG can be
used to better direct therapeutic options and improve patient outcomes.

Summary
EGG has progressed sufficiently to now offer a potentially inexpensive and non-invasive diagnostic test of gastro-pyloric dysfunction. These data have good correlations with known physiological
functions and correlate well with known aetiological dysfunctions (such as pyloric outflow obstruction and GORD). In addition, identification of these dysfunctions prior to instigating treatment
may change management strategies and also improve the outcome for patients by implementing
complementary therapeutic approaches. Just as high resolution oesophageal manometry has become an indispensable tool to our diagnostic armoury in GI Physiology units, EGG has a newly
established potential to reveal additional important physiological data in patients with complex
foregut dysfunction, from functional dyspepsia to gastroparesis.

Acknowledgements
Thanks to Dr Mark Noar from 3CPM for providing input into this text and providing the EGG examples of pre and post treatment responses.
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Meeting Review— The AGIP Symposium, BSG
Campus
Jafar Jafari
Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust

The meeting took place on the afternoon of 26th January, an on-line meeting series organised by
the BSG

Emma started her presentation by a brief history on how she started to become involved in paediatric Lower GI physiology and introduced her team with a wide range of skills at the University Hospital Southampton.
The case presented was a very inspiring story of a 15 years old female patient who was born with
anorectal malformations. Therefore, she had to have colostomy since birth which would normally
continue for the rest of her life. At around the age of 15, in one of the team multidisciplinary team
meetings, the surgeon in charge proposed considering a stoma reversal. This was a very exciting
idea for the patient and the team however they had to keep their hopes low and just try their best to
achieve the goal.
The flow of the story in this presentation was similar to those good-feel Hollywood movies you
would watch to elate your mood and power! This young girl and the physiology team put a lot of
energy to train her to overcome the battle against a natural anatomic disaster. Biofeedback therapy
records in this presentation demonstrated how her efforts to maintain continence were improving
on each visit as a result of pelvic floor exercises.
On the forth visit, the amount of defecatory control was so good that she could hold the porridge
used for assessment despite feeling the urgency and at the end for the first time in her life, could sit
on the toilet and pass the porridge. Later updates revealed that she was able to go to school and live
a normal life and even attending the school exercise activities.
During the pelvic floor training sessions, Emma described how she had to adapt to the character of
a young patient and used attractive tools and child-friendly language to help her with progress of
the therapy.
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This talk was a wonderful demonstration of how GI physiology can have such a positive life
changing impact. I was so interested to know what would be the criteria to start such a biofeedback
training?

Key Learning Points:



A lot of time needed to do these studies
over a long period



You really need to talk to the children
and the parents beforehand and get
them to start discussing the tests at
home with the child so nothing comes
as a surprise
Have an agreed strategy
Four to eight years old is the most difficult age
Never over promise and under deliver
Get the most vital information first; if
it's a particular question asked always
do that first
Always abandon the study if it distressing







The presentation started by defining the basic terms of belching and supragastric belching. Gastric
belching is an involuntary physiologic audible escape of air from the oesophagus or the stomach into the pharynx whilst supragastric belch is a voluntary intake of air into oesophagus and immediately expelling as a belch. Supragastric Belching (SGB) was further sub-classified to:

Proactive SGB or Behavioural: without preceding reflux event i.e. due to anxiety;

Reactive SGB: a reflux event precedes SGB (<1 sec) or following a sensation of a symptom.
Mechanisms of SGB were described as:
1.
Diaphragmatic-gastric pump: diaphragm contraction → negative pressure in the oesophagus
→ air into the oesophagus;
2.
Abdominal straining → increased gastric/oesophageal pressure → air expelled via pharynx;
3.
Pharyngeal pump i.e. actively swallowing air and expelling. It was highlighted that around
40% of gastroenterology hard-to-treat patients do indeed suffer from SGB: PPI-refractory
GORD, Reflux Hypersensitivity (RH) and Non-erosive Reflux Disease (NERD).
Diagnosis of SGB can be made best by using ambulatory impedance-pH monitoring. There is no
automated SGB detection on impedance monitoring software currently. Ambulatory impedance
monitoring is preferred to HRM-impedance due to the extended time and details provided over a 24
hour monitoring. Hallmark of belching on impedance is the movement of air upwards from stomach
to pharynx whilst in SGB there is a movement of air from pharynx → oesophagus → pharynx (a
characteristic V-shape pattern).
Treatment of Supragastric Belching was discussed as putting more emphasis on the dedicated Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT) which is also known as Oesophageal Biofeedback Therapy
(OBFT). Cognitive Component of this treatment includes psycho-education that is to discuss the nature of SGB is explained tactfully with the patient. Often patients would not find it pleasant to know
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that their symptom is indeed a voluntary activity! Next element of the CBT is functional analysis of
the data i.e. demonstrating the mechanism of SGB in triggering reflux episodes and symptoms (on impedance tracing). The Behavioural Component of oesophageal biofeedback therapy was described as:
1.

Diaphragmatic breathing: 3s in each phase, moving the abdominal wall instead of the thoracic
wall;
Mouth opening/tongue position to further impede the performance of SGB.

2.

Key Learning Points:






Differentiate true vs supragastric belching using ambulatory impedance-pH monitoring
Only treat the SGB that can improve patient’s symptoms or reflux.
Nearly half of the hard-to-treat gastroenterology patients may benefit from assessment
and treating SGB
Oesophageal biofeedback therapy can be used to eliminate or significantly reduce SGB.

This presentation was based on an article published in 2019 where Emma herself was one of the
main authors. She described the scale of constipation in the UK with >70 thousands hospital admissions per year which costs more than 60 million annually. She described the steps to deal with
this patient group from diagnoses to treatment options and surgery. Standardisation of methods is
extremely important because different types of catheters and different protocols yield into variable
results. Unfortunately, practices globally were very varied and inconsistent until publication of
this article, The London Classification, 2019 neurogastroenterology and motility journal. This article is the result of 19 collaborator authors. This guideline includes test specifications, minimum
protocol and results classification/reporting.
The lower GI physiology assessments must include a set of high-resolution manometry, rectal sensory test and evacuation test such as balloon expulsion test. The standard protocol takes around
50mins. Emma described the parameters included in the London Classification; the readers are
advised to go through the original article for more details. It is important to note that this article
should be considered in conjunction with other national guidelines in this area such as the ROME
classification. The presentation was very clear, coherent and in just less than 10 minutes gave a
gist of how a standard lower GI physiology clinic should perform.
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Saj started this presentation by a brief explanation of reflux disease and its common symptoms.
He highlighted the questions a surgeon would want to know from a GI physiology study:
1.
2.
3.

Is the reflux barrier reflux defective?
Is there evidence of pathological reflux and is this pathological reflux responsible for symptoms?
Is there evidence of motility functional disorder?

Different methods and outcomes of reflux monitoring as well as oesophageal manometry were
discussed. His opinion was that non-acid refluxers, being more linked with functional disorders,
would not do well after anti-reflux surgery as compared to other types of reflux. The algorithm a
surgeon would typically follow to deal with a reflux patients was then described, see the following
image.
Overall, a wonderful presentation and clear advice for GI physiologists when they are investigating a surgical patient. I personally was eager to know whether he puts same value on single-sensor
pH testing ie. Wireless reflux monitoring versus impedance-pH monitoring and how he finds the
clinical value of Hydrogen-Methane Breath testing. The time was very short and the hope is that
in future opportunities we can know more about surgical decision making in reflux disease.
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Introducing a new Endoanal Ultrasound
Test Phantom
James Harkin
University Hospitals Dorset

Background
Endoanal ultrasound (EAUSS) is generally performed with a probe that is designed to view the
anus from within. Therefore the images acquired need to cover a full 360 degrees around the axis
of the probe to ensure imaging of the whole circumferences of the external and internal anal
sphincters (IAS and EAS). Generally EAUSS machines also allow for capture of a 3D dataset,
generally by the ultrasound transducer moving along inside of the probe to capture the full length
of the anus from the rectum to the anal verge. For comfort the EAUSS probe should be of relatively thin bore, typically <20 mm.
When we were having problems with our old EAUSS system and planning a replacement we realised that there was no suitable commercially
available test phantom to reliably assess image quality and measurement accuracy for
EAUSS probes. In the absence of a suitable
phantom we had on occasion created a very
simple test piece using a plastic cup filled
with a suspension of lactose in water. While
this allowed us to identify gross failure of the
EAUSS probe we could not hope to see more
subtle degradation of probe performance. We
therefore approached a company, CIRS, who
agreed to construct a phantom to our specification.
Figure 1. Screenshot of a 3D image from an
EAUSS probe using a plastic cup full of lactose
suspension in water. The phantom highlighted
the presence of reverberation artefact rings
close to the probe which unfortunately regularly
appeared in the region of the IAS and thus reduced IAS visibility

Requirements of the Phantom






The phantom should be tissue equivalent, with a reasonably realistic speckle pattern and attenuation similar to that of normal human soft-tissue. Speed of sound should also be similar
to human tissue
The phantom should be designed to fully surround the EAUSS probe, with the probe being
placed in a cylindrical well that closely matches the diameter of the probe, with ultrasound
coupling via water placed in the well
At least one of every type of test feature present in the phantom to assess performance should
be no further from the probe face than 1cm
There should be thin nylon wire features running parallel to the probe axis to allow assessment of image resolution in the axial plane and allow measurement of distance between features
There should be sets of anechoic “cyst” cylinders running parallel to the probe axis at differPage 15




ent diameters (4mm, 2mm and 1mm) to assess visibility of small low-contrast features
There should be a set of larger cylindrical features of different contrast to the background tissue-equivalent material (9db above, 6dB above, 6dB below and 9dB below)
There should be some sort of feature allowing testing of registration and measurement accuracy in the axial direction

Most of these features were standard within a range of ultrasound test phantoms, but no commercially available phantom fulfilled all these requirements
We took delivery of the specially made phantom in March 2021

Results

Figure 2. Screenshot of an image from a BK EAUSS system and probe of the EAUSS phantom. The features contained in the phantom and visible in this view are as follows:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

A set of thin nylon wire features arranged at 5mm intervals sitting axial to the probe well
A set of 10mm contrast features, with contrast +9dB, +6dB, -6dB and –9dB with respect to the tissue
equivalent substrate
Set of anechoic cylinders of diameter 4mm
Set of anechoic cylinders of diameter 2mm
Set of anechoic cylinders of diameter 1mm (not visible at this resolution)
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Figure 3. A screenshot of a 3D view of the EAUSS phantom showing 3 nylon wires running diagonally at 45
degrees along the axis on the probe well 5mm apart (A)

Conclusions
Initial tests of the EAUSS test phantom are very positive. We consider this type of phantom to be
vital for identifying and characterising issues with the imaging quality of EAUSS systems which
cannot be identified in any other way. We think that manufactures should consider very seriously
acquiring such a phantom for quality checking during manufacture and servicing of their equipment. We also think that it should be part of regular checks made by hospitals to ensure that their
equipment is working to the required level for accurate diagnosis.
We are happy to consider bringing this phantom to other units with EAUSS systems to test their
imaging quality.
If you wish us to perform such an assessment please contact James Harkin
James.harkin@uhd.nhs.uk
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Aerophagia and supra-gastric belching and how to recognise them in impedance traces
Samantha Leach

Bristol Royal Infirmary

Introduction
Belching during the postprandial period is typically seen as normal, with three to five belches occurring each hour with a human’s regular diet. Belching is mostly not an unusual symptom amongst
patients with gastro-oesophageal reflux disorder and functional dyspepsia.
Excessive belching is usually a frequent notion resulted from aerophagia; swallowing of air too frequently or in too large amounts. In the Rome II consensus, aerophagia is described as a repetitive
pattern of swallowing or ingesting air and belching, usually an unconscious act unrelated to meals,
and presumably a learned habit1.
Technical limitations have made it hard to completely understand this behavioural problem, until
recently, where the introduction of intraluminal impedance has made it easier to reveal the movement of air within the oesophageal body.
Remarkably, limited studies in this area have been performed and not much is known about the
mechanisms concerned. Generally, it's thought that excessive belching in these patients is the end
result of venting air from the stomach after a period of immoderate air swallowing2.

Gastric Belching and Supragastric Belching
With the introduction of intraluminal impedance recording, we were capable of understanding two
unique kinds of belching. The first, characterised via an increment of intraluminal impedance shifting from the distal to proximal, represents venting of gas from the stomach and can be referred to as
gastric belching. The second type, characterised with the aid of a speedy antegrade impedance
movement, accompanied through a fast retrograde return to baseline, represents oesophageal air
ingestion followed by near instantaneous expulsion. As the ingested air does not attain the stomach
on this type of belching, it is called supra-gastric belching3.
Figure 1 shows the typical patterns of aerophagia. The first image shows a period during eating
when air swallowing takes place. The second image shows a subsequent gastric belch resulting
from swallowed air venting.
In contrast Figure 2 shows episodes of supragastric belching, where an antegrade high impedance
excursion representing air ingestion is followed immediately by air expulsion
Gastric belches are often observed both in patients and healthy volunteers; unlike supra-gastric
belches, which were only visible in patients with immoderate belching (aerophagia). Likewise liquid and mixed reflux episodes were not increased within the patients with repetitive belching4.
Air may be entering the oesophagus due to either a backward pushing pressure induced by means
of a pharyngeal contraction or by using a sucking force generated by a negative pressure gradient in
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Figure 1. Example of gastric belching, Top: air swallowing during the prandial period. Bottom: Subsequent
retrograde gas movement from the stomach causing subsequent reflux of fluid stomach contents

the oesophagus4.
Complaints of excessive belching in patients with aerophagia and supra-gastric belching are in all
likelihood no longer relieved via LOS relaxation inhibitors like Baclofen, as these belches do no
longer originate from the stomach5. Alternatively, greater gain is to be anticipated from remedy
modalities which include behavioural therapy, such as diaphragmatic breathing. Possibly the occurrence of supra-gastric belching can be decreased by making patients conscious that those belches
are actually self-induced. Impedance monitoring may pay an important role in the improvement of
a biofeedback treatment programme, due to the fact impedance monitoring makes it feasible to differentiate between gastric and supra-gastric belches5.
We suspect that excessive belching is some kind of learned behaviour and is first of all prompted
consciously. After a while, however, this behaviour becomes ingrained and unconscious4. When
analysing a pH-Impedance trace, you can see from the supine periods if in fact the belches are behavioural as there is usually limited or no activity during this time period.
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Figure 2 Example of supra-gastric belching showing antegrade high impedance excursion due to ingested air followed immediately by expulsion of that air

Treatment
We have recently set up an ‘Upper GI Biofeedback Therapy’ service for our adults and paediatric
patients within University Hospitals Bristol and Weston NHS Foundation Trust. We use a combination of diaphragmatic breathing and open mouth breathing techniques alongside the use of a pHImpedance catheter in situ.
I hope to share the results of this new initiative and present case studies at a later date during the
next South West GI Physiology Meeting in June 2021 and in NewWave.

Figure 3. Example of excessive aerophagia followed immediately by a gastric belch
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